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It's not always easy to keep track of recurring dates in the city that never sleeps! Never forget a

birthday, anniversary, or other important day again with The New York Times Perpetual Calendar.

Stylish black and white photos of the Big Apple decorate each month, taken from the photo archives

of The New York Times. A bold, beautiful way to remember important dates from year to year, this

calendar also makes an exceptional gift when paired with The New York Times Pen & Pencil

Set.-12 full-color calendar pages-Wirebound with loop for mounting-Measures: 6 1/2 x 11 in.

Calendar: 60 pages

Publisher: Galison; Spi edition (January 21, 2014)
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I try to recognize birthdays and anniversaries in my large family and extended family. For a long

time I had a Boynton birthday calendar in the kitchen . . . . but then I decided that in my vintage

house I wanted a vintage calendar. I wanted it to reflect my own interests and to have inherent value

in terms of the images. This New York Times Perpetual Calendar is just the product. I am interested

in architectural history and I have lived several times in the Big Apple. The black and white pictures

convey New York City at its most beautiful. While it does the job of reminding me of recurring events

quite nicely, I wish that it had a caption with the name of the photagrapher and the date of the

picture for each entry. I did follow the advice of another reviewer and placed paper under each page

while writing the name of the person or event. If you don't do this, it will carry over lightly to the next

page. Be aware that erasing pencil marks on this paper might be a smudgy affair. Those are just

things to know if you buy the calendar . . . . nothing to keep you from doing so. If you want a serious

calendar with a vintage flair, this might be just the product for you!



Love this item. I recommend putting a piece of paper under the page you are writing on so it doesn't

indent on the next page.

How did I ever remember birthdays before this calendar? I have it filled out with important

birthdays/anniversaries/etc and it's hanging in my kitchen, it's a beautiful calendar but it's also subtle

enough that it blends in well.

Beautiful black and white photographs of the city. My mother bought this for my birthday and I have

really enjoyed it.

Excellent product. Good price. I have a difficult time remembering all significant dates, b'days,

anniv.'s, g-children's, etc. Now I just flip it over each month and it's there.

Love the pictures of NYC. This type of calendar is so handy. No need to fill in a new calendar every

year.

The pages are thin, you'll want to put a divider between the pages when writing in dates.

Beautiful calendar with very nice black and white photos of NYC. It's timeless and will look great

year after year.
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